
To learn more about ways to better 
your bowling game and vocabulary, 
visit stormbowling.com.

SPEAK LIKE A PRO: 10 HELPFUL 
BOWLING TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

Here are 10 terms and 
definitions to help you expand 

your bowling vocabulary.

Hook
You won’t have to fish for compliments once you learn 
how to hook. Often incorrectly called “curve” or “spin,” 
hook refers to the curling path of the ball on the way to 
the pins. Greater hook allows bowlers to hit the pins at an 
angle that increases strike potential.

In bowling, as in life, it’s best to talk the talk and walk 
the walk. Learning to speak the language of bowling 
may not give you a leg up on the competition, but it 
might save you some embarrassment the next time 

you’re asked to adjust your bottom weight. 

Source:   www.pba.com

The Pocket
The space between the 1 & 3 pins if you are right handed 
or the 1 & 2 pin if you are left handed. As a rule, increased 
entry angle to the pocket means increased strikes (hence 
the preference for a ball that hooks a lot). Not to be 
confused with the place you store unwanted lint.

Break Point 
Break Point is the portion on the lane where the thrown 
ball begins to hook back to the pocket. A ball that hooks 
too early or one that hooks too late makes consistency 
difficult. Breakpoints can be adjusted by making changes 
in alignment, target, ball, ball surface and ball speed.

King Pin 
Doubling as a nickname for the guy on your rival bowling 
team that looks every part the leader of a crime 
syndicate, King Pin refers to the 5-pin, a key pin to 
producing a strike. A light pocket hit or deflected hit 
leaves this pin standing.

Roll Out 
A ball that loses its side rotation before hitting the pins; 
the hook action stops at that point and the ball straightens 
out. Also, the way you and your leaguemates exit the 
bowling alley with swagger, even after a crushing defeat.

Back Ends 
Definitely not what you are thinking... Back ends are the 
far end portion of the lane where the most hook can 
occur. Depending on conditions, the ball will either hook 
with power or bowlers will see more deflection in the 
pocket with fewer strikes.

Punch Out 
You may feel your fists clenching when the bowlers in the 
next lane confuse league night with disco night, but a 
punch out means to finish with consecutive strikes, from 
any frame on.

Pitch 
Not an overhand bowling technique, but the angle at 
which the holes in a ball are drilled.

Player Balance 
A player is in balance if, at the point of release, they are 
able to complete their follow through without falling off 
to one side; generally means that the release and slide 
are simultaneous. A player’s life is in balance if she bowls 
once on league night and twice on weekends.
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Action 
Not a reference to the dinner bet you made on last 
week’s game, action refers to the spin on the ball and the 
movement of the pins caused by that spin. A relatively 
slow ball with a lot of action can be much more effective 
than a very fast ball with little action.


